RESEARCH NOTES: New Routes to Self-Assemblying Monolayers and Bilayers
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s miniaturization
proceeds apace, the
construction and properties
of uniform thin layers
of molecules — only one
(monolayers) or two molecules (bilayers) thick —
assumes ever greater
importance. Unlike nanostructures painstakingly
built only one atom or
molecule at a time, even
relatively large electrically
conducting surfaces can be
readily coated with ultrathin layers of special organic
materials, which can be
induced to assemble
themselves into appropriate
structures.

S elf-assembling monolayers
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of alkythiol molecules,
whose polar (hydrophillic)
sulfur-containing headgroups bind to gold and
whose long, fatty (hydrophoblic) tails jut out from
the gold surface, have been
particularly well studied.
The investigators applied an
external voltage to help
control the self-assembly of
such alkythiol monolayers
to their specially prepared
gold surfaces in ethanol
solution. Since the growing
monolayer blocks electron
transfer, the process could
be monitored electrically in
real time. The applied
voltage speeded up
assembly and, through a
variety of effects, introduced
considerable control over
the simple and mixed
monolayers formed.

Prof. Israel Rubinstein of
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the Weizmann Institute and
his colleagues have taken
two great steps towards
making such "macroscopic
nanotechnologies" practical.
First, although the surface
The researchers also con=
of pure gold is theoretically
structed more complicated
hydrophillic and able to
bilayer structures, in which
attract and bind molecules
the two layers are held
Israeli researchers have found two useful new
with charged polar groups,
together by coordination
ways
to
assemble
molecular
bilayers
in practice these useful
bonds to a metal ion sandheld together by metal ions.
properties emerge only after
wiched in between them.
extraordinarily careful and
They created these selftedious cleaning to remove a tightly adsorbed 0.6 nanometer (nm,
assemblying structures two different ways (see figure). In their
10-9m) or more layer of organic environmental contaminants. In
step-wise procedure, a cyclical disulfide group anchors the first
contrast, the Israeli team has developed a relatively simple,
layer to the gold surface, then a metal (e.g., cerium) ion and a
inexpensive, highly reproducible method to prepare gold surfaces
second layer are added. Both symmetric and asymmetric bilayers
can be formed by this versatile method. In their quicker one-step
for monolayer deposition.
method, the bilayer "building blocks" are prefabricated first,
which allows full characterization of the metal complex before
They first expose the gold surface to ultraviolet light, which
converts oxygen (O2) molecules in the nearby air into highly
assembly. These "prefab" bilayer components are then
anchored into place. A wide variety of versatile complex and,
reactive ozone (O3) molecules. The ozone oxidizes nearby organic
hopefully, useful new nanomaterials, including multilayers,
contaminants into volatile products such as carbon dioxide and
should be formed by simple extensions of these techniques; and
water. Then the surface is immersed in pure ethanol, which converts
the Israeli researchers are avidly pursuing these and related avenues
the gold oxide on the surface to pure gold. This procedure readily
of research.
removed a subborn C18SH monolayer in a model test experiment.
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Dead Sea Working Group to Enliven Education
In June 1999 the Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities and the Planning and Budgeting
Committee (PBC) of the Israel Council for Higher Education held a joint international workshop
on The Future of the Research University (The FORUM, Summer 1999). The workshop brought
together Israeli academics and decisionmakers and recognized international experts — such as Sir
Brian Fender, Chief Executive of the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE), and
Prof. David Litster,Vice President for R&D and Dean of the Graduate School of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) — to discuss the problems and opportunities facing research universities
in today's new climate. Participants shared their country's experiences and their implications for
Israel's ongoing restructuring of its system of higher education.
To further explore these challenging ideas and options, and to lay the groundwork for future action,
the Israel Academy and PBC held a followup ad hoc meeting of selected senior Israeli participants
at the Dead Sea (November 22-22, 1999). A Central Steering Committee, headed by Israel Academy
President Prof. Jacob Ziv and PBC Chairman Prof. Nehemia Levtzion, was set up to oversee the
subsequent work of several subcommittees, the first of which will deal with:
* Increasing Public Understanding of Academic Research
* Funding Israeli Academic Research
* Industry-Academic Policy and Relations.
Prof. Levtzion noted that the first committee could also help Israel's PBC and scientific community
present a better, more positive case to the Government. The second committee could provide
useful feedback on the PBC's allocation formulas, which determine the size of national block grants
to Israel's universities and colleges. Prof. Ziv noted that competitive grants programs, such as the
Israel Science Foundation (ISF) provide the PBC a useful way to promote Israel's existing research
strengths, but that a new umbrella organization is needed to include mechanisms for proactively
addressing Israel's weaknesses and starting new fields. Prof. Joshua Jortner, former President of the
Israel Academy and former PBC Chairman, noted the advantages of such ad hoc organizations as
TELEM (The FORUM, Autumn 1998) and FIRST, which meets this need without a proliferation of
new official organizations.
Prof. Jortner noted that the industrial funding of academic research is quite different from public
funding and often carries different conditions (e.g., secrecy). Prof. Zehev Tadmor, former President
of the Technion, agreed and noted that industrial funding usually comes from personal contacts and
a close common interest in specific practical problems. It is thus largely noncompetitive in nature,
and scientific quality may suffer. Prof. Ziv noted that faculty credibility must be maintained and that
Israel, while encouraging industrial-academic cooperation, must develop more explicit policies for
industry-related faculty research, absence and return. The participants agreed to meet biannually
to report their progress on these and other critical issues.
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